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COAL HEADWEAR IS
CRAFTED FOR
ADVENTURE SEEKERS.

Spot a person wearing a threadbare Coal hat and chances are, they’ll recall the
exact moment they got it and can easily recount the many memories they’ve
made while wearing it. Since 2002, we’ve been designing headwear to
accompany style-conscious athletes, adventurers, creatives, and tastemakers
on endeavors that span the globe. Our people aren’t the type to take their
passions or their style lightly. Neither are we. That’s why we pour every ounce of
our creative energy into each piece that gets the Coal label. Every Coal hat is built
on the foundation of fit, fashion, and function. We’ve got you covered for
wherever your next adventure takes you.

History
Coal set out in 2002 to redefine what a headwear
brand could be. With a vision for a line of high-quality,
beautifully functional headwear intended for—and
inspired by—our friends and families, we blazed trail
through an industry that dismissed headwear as an
afterthought accessory. What started as a humble side
hustle drawing from deep roots in art, skate, and
snowboard culture, has evolved into a respected
lifestyle brand with global reach.
Since the beginning, we’ve remained true to that
original vision while discovering exciting new sources

of design inspiration, evolving our product offering,
and growing our Coal tribe. We’re proud that original
Coal styles like the Frena, launched in 2004, have had
an outsized influence on headwear trends in outdoor
fashion. All these years later, we’re still doing what we
love, continuing to introduce design, materials, and
craftsmanship innovations to excite an ever-growing
community of loyal fans.
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From the beginning, the Coal tradition has always been
about evolution. We’re honored to keep carrying the
torch and forging connections with adventurers around
the globe.
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Every year like clockwork, the onset of spring reawakens feelings of transition, growth, and evolution.
Around the Coal offices, though, these themes have been dominating our thoughts and conversations for
some time, as we continue to reimagine our path in our ever-changing world. Facing the challenge of
how to allow these concepts to manifest, take root, and proliferate in the best possible ways through our
approach and our product, this year we took a leap. We indulged our primal impulse to chase the sun, to
seek new inspiration and new stories from the enchanting landscapes, flavors, and cultural treasures of
Northern New Mexico.
While the word “adventure” can feel a bit worn out these days, it’s perfectly preserved in New Mexico’s
mysterious red rock canyonlands, forested alpine environments and the wide-open spaces in between. In
the following pages, we hope to excite your sense of curiosity and wanderlust and perhaps inspire you to add
a new destination to your bucket list. They say that travel is the only thing you buy that makes you richer. We
couldn’t agree more. And when you’re packing for that next adventure, hey, we got a hat for that!
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The Wilderness SP
Roomy

Caps
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NEW Charcoal
(Fish)

NEW Light Brown
(Duck)

Navy (Bear)

NEW Black (Wolf)

Everything you have come to love about our Wilderness cap made even lighter
and better for Spring. Our classic trucker fit, has been pared down, with a low
density foam front, trimmed internally with printed taping, and featuring Coal’s
custom wildlife embroidery. Trimmed with a cord band across the front and
woven Coal label at the adjustable back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Roomy

The Wilds
Roomy

Brown
(Cougar)

Black
(Rainbow)

Navy (Marlin)

Light Brown
(Fish)

Drawing from the same iconic imagery and fit of our popular Wilderness
cap, The Wilds is made even cooler with a contrast mesh backing for
breathability and climate control, along with a pre-curved brim and snap
back closure. Sold individually by color.

Cotton and poly
mesh.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Roomy
Style: Trucker

Caps
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The Hauler

Olive

Wine

Charcoal

Black

Navy

Dark Khaki

Built from the ground up utilizing our custom body, The Hauler is like your
cool uncle’s classic trucker cap—deep and roomy with a foam backed front
panel. Outdoor inspired logo patch and woven label at adjustable snap-back.
Sold individually by color.

Caps

Roomy

Cotton and
poly mesh.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Roomy
Style: Trucker
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The Rambler
Roomy

NEW Black

Olive

Hit the road in this spin on a classic. Utilizing our roomy fit, in a trucker style,
The Rambler cap has a squared-off brim and our custom RV patch. Mesh
sides and back, with a discreet woven label at the adjustable snap back
finish it cleanly. Sold individually by color.

Cotton and
poly mesh.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Roomy
Style: Trucker

Caps
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NEW
Mid Crown

Caps

The Meridian

NEW Black

NEW Charcoal

The Meridian is not your average trucker. All the streamlined good looks of
a flat-brimmed, mid-crown cap but with new added features to keep you
both comfortable and looking sharp. Custom perforations on the sides and
back keep you cool, all new sweatband is ultra-cush and our custom
high-density print on the front will grab attention wherever it goes.
Sold individually by color.

The Seeker NEW

Mid Crown

The Palmer

Adjustable / OSFM

Fit: Mid Crown
Style: Trucker

Mid Crown

Forest Green
NEW White

Stretch polyester.

Black

NEW Black

NEW Camo

The eagle has landed, and he’s here to party. Building off of the clean lines
of Coal’s Classic cap, we’ve created a new style pumped up with buttery
microsuede accents and a tough twill crown. This mid-crown, athletic cap
displays a badass eagle patch, perfect for those boldly seeking adventure
and style. Sold individually by color.

Khaki
Acrylic, Acrylic wool
or Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Mid Crown

Navy

From roadside pit stops to backyard barbeques, our Palmer vintage-style
flat brim cap wins as a daily go-to. Built from scratch, it’s centered on our
custom mid-crown fit using cotton twill for comfort, and finished with a
timeless Coal script patch on the front. It’ll feel like an old classic the first
time you put it on. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM

Fit: Mid Crown

Style: Athletic

Caps
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NEW
Mid Crown

The Echo NEW

Mid Crown

Caps
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The Magnum
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NEW Black

NEW Green

NEW Red

NEW Grey

NEW Blue

Emblazoned with a fierce snake motif on the front and classic embroidered
brim treatment, the vintage-style Magnum is a sharp addition to our eclectic
ensemble. Constructed with super washed down cotton twill, this mid-crown
cap will feel like it was custom built for your head. Details like a fabric strap
back and a cool pre-curved brim finish the look. Sold individually by color.

The Field

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Mid Crown

With a mid-rise construction (for better gas mileage), this trucker is designed
to go the distance. The Echo features a snapback closure and traditional
foam trucker front with an outdoor-inspired front patch that takes this classic
style off-road. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Mid Crown
Style: Trucker

Mid Crown

Brown

NEW Navy

Olive

Charcoal

Quirky phrases meet classic illustrations on The Field. This outdoor
themed ripstop cotton cap is more than a novelty. The UPF rated material
is constructed in a vintage style with a mid size crown supported by a
mesh insert at inside front. 3D puff prints depict funny phrases, while
a YKK belt adjuster keeps it secure. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Mid Crown
Style: Vintage

Caps
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The Hauler Low

Low Profile

Caps
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NEW White

Wine

Olive

Black

Just as the name implies, this is a low-profile version of our classic trucker,
The Hauler. Constructed from cotton twill, with a pre-curved brim and mesh
at sides and back. Adorned with an updated mountain range patch, The
Hauler Low is sure to be a favorite. Sold individually by color.

Cotton and
poly mesh.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: Trucker

The Tall Tales

NEW
Low Profile

NEW Mint

NEW Teal Blue

NEW Black

Gather ‘round the campfire or belly up to the bar and stretch some stories
in The Tall Tales low-profile trucker. Keeping everything you love about the
Hauler Low while adding embellishments from your mental highlight reel.
Tell the saga of the giant fish you *almost* landed or bask in the memory
of warm sand on your cheeks ;) Sold individually by color.

Caps

Cotton and
poly mesh.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: Trucker
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Low Profile

The Junior

14.00 28.00

Low Profile

Caps
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The Chuckanut NEW

16
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NEW Grey

Navy

NEW Black
NEW Blue

Our new Chuckanut fuses the best features from a variety of styles to
create a whole new genre. It’s a trucker! It’s a tech approach hat! It’s a dad
hat! It’s all of the above! This low-profile wonder forgoes the top button so
that it rides comfortably under a helmet. The front pops with a mountaininspired merit badge patch, and the flexible EVA brim and custom all-over
perforations are ready to ride (or run) off into the sunset, or walk up to the
bar afterward. A webbing back adjuster keeps it snug mile after mile. Sold
individually by color.

The Colby NEW

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM

Forest Green

Black

Fit: Low Profile
Style: Dad Hat

This is the low profile cap that started it all. A structureless 6-panel body
is adorned with campy patches as a nod to some of our favorite pastimes.
From forest hikes to chasing waves, The Junior’s cotton twill and round
shaped crown pair with the pre-curved brim to make the perfect travel
companion. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: Dad Hat

Low Profile

NEW Burgundy

NEW Khaki

Level up your style vibe with The Colby. Super washed twill in a low profile
construction makes it feel like an old companion. The leather applique on
the front elevates the look, finished with a leather strapback. Sold
individually by color.

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: Dad Hat

Caps
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The B.F.F. NEW

Low Profile

Caps
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NEW Sage Green

NEW Mauve

NEW Navy

NEW Black

Take a cool stroll through the verdant spring woods with a field guide in hand
and The B.F.F. cap featuring your favorite furry (or feathery) friend snug atop
your head. Super soft, brushed twill stays comfortable even as the miles fly
by, and the low-profile fit has the all the style to stay on-point when you’re
back in your hood. Sold individually by color.

The Will

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: Dad Hat

Low Profile

NEW Camo

NEW Black

With its flat, customizable brim, The Will, our low-profile seven-panel has
become a classic Coal silhouette. For Spring 19, we’ve given it a seasonally
appropriate material update including a super soft brushed twill and washed
camo. Comfortable fabric strapback closure adjusts to fit. This cap will
become your daily driver! Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: 7 Panel

Caps
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Low Profile

The Provo

Low Profile

Caps
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The Edison NEW
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NEW Neon Yellow
NEW Black
NEW Light Brown

NEW Slate

Whether you’re working your way through a flight of fine Japanese whiskeys,
or just heading to a backyard barbeque to crack some suds, The Edison
five-panel keeps it classy yet casual. The washed herringbone pattern and
stamped leather strapback would make Hemingway swoon, while the
low-profile construction keeps it contemporary. Sold individually by color.

NEW Charcoal
Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: 5 Panel

Recalling the bold alpine-sport styles of the early 90’s, The Provo walks the
line between high function and contemporary fashion, making this
low-profile five panel a favorite for outdoor activities of every kind. Featuring
a floatable EVA brim and a webbing back adjuster, this packable wonder
travels well. New for 2019, we’ve added custom perforated side panels with
mesh backing and an all-new lightweight, textured fabric throughout.
Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: 5 Panel

The Lawrence NEW
Low Profile

NEW Camo

NEW Black

An elk would never see you coming…neither would the snack bar at a music
festival. The Lawrance comes in two colorways, a colorblocked camo with bold
orange screen prints on front panel and rear flap, and solid black with a reflective print. Both feature shock cord toggle adjustment to snug the fit. The bonus
is the UPF-rated fabric, with a protect-ya-neck sun flap that, when engaged,
keeps the UV at bay, and quickly stashes away inside the crown for stealth
mode. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: 5 Panel

Caps
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Low Profile

The Everson NEW

Low Profile

Caps
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The Peak NEW

22
23

NEW Teal

NEW Charcoal
NEW White

NEW Black

NEW Black

When it’s time to get out of Dodge, go ahead and load up the doggo, grab a
sixer, and run to the hills in our new Peak vintage-style snapback. The bold
mountain iconography pops off the slightly textured woven polyester body,
and a mesh insert within the front panel keeps your brow cool when you’re
chopping campfire wood. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: Vintage

Hit the old rope swing and go for a backflip in the Everson trucker. The
incredibly lightweight and breezy all-mesh construction means it’ll be dry
by the time you’re back on the bank, and the cheeky Night Hunter patch
will let the kids onshore know you’re on the prowl for a cold one. Sold
individually by color.

Polyester.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: Trucker

The Highland NEW
Low Profile

NEW Slate

NEW Khaki

Imagine a long-haul trucker good ol’ boy who turns over a new leaf and decides
to hike the PCT. The Highland would be his hat of choice, combining classic
good looks with modern materials. This supremely lightweight cap is built with
super flexible mesh sides and back with a webbing back adjuster to keep it in
place while pounding the trail. Sold individually by color.

Cotton and
poly mesh.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Low Profile
Style: Trucker

Caps
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The Peak Visor NEW

Caps
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NEW Black

NEW Pink

It’s high time to reclaim the visor from the golfers! The Peak Visor pulls out
all the stops. Featuring a hidden stash pocket on the side, while the webbing
back adjuster keeps it snugged up, even through rowdy whitewater
sections or afternoon onshore breezes. If you take a dive the flexible EVA
brim will keep it from sinking. The mountain-inspired iconography let’s ‘em
know you’re alpine meadows over putting greens. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Visor

The Sandy Visor NEW

NEW White

NEW Black

There might be sand in your shorts, but your pretty face will be highlighted by
the translucent brim of the Sandy Visor. The embroidered shaka up front keeps
the chill vibes coming colada after colada, and the webbing back adjuster
prevents it from flying off in the beachy afternoon breeze. Sold
individually by color.

Cotton.
Adjustable / OSFM
Fit: Visor

Caps
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We became fast friends with the Tenkara Rod Co.
guys on a bikepacking adventure in Idaho’s Sawtooth
National Recreation area this summer. We were
fascinated by -- and jealous of -- their simple,
compact fly fishing kits that were quickly brandished
every time we stopped near a lake or stream. This is
how we learned about Tenkara, the traditional style of
fishing, that’s been practiced in Japan for the last two
centuries. Lacking a reel and yard after yard of
synthetic fly line, Tenkara Rod Co.’s lightweight,
packable design make it the ideal companion on
any endeavor that includes fishable waters. Over
campfire flask nips, bonds were formed and creative
ideas flowed. We are excited to present this collection
of fishing inspired, adventure-ready products in
partnership with our friends at Tenkara Rod Co.

Sawtooth Collection
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The Sawtooth Gaiter NEW

The Sawtooth Full Brim NEW

NEW Black

28
29

NEW Charcoal

Summer sessions can mean hot approaches to your destination only to end up
casting under a relentless solar assault. UV protection is key. With the new Coal x
Tenkara Rod Co. Sawtooth Full Brim, you won’t need to stop what you’re doing or get
greasy applying SPF. Tighten the chin cord to keep it from flying downstream when
the breeze kicks up. And, while the fish you’re chasing might not be impressed with
the details, like the collab-inspired pin, the functional belt loops, or the co-branded
embroidery, you can be sure that the guy downstream will be! Sold individually by
color / by size.

Cotton.
Available in M
(58.5cm) and
L (60.5cm)

Double down on sun protection with the lightweight, UPF-rated Sawtooth Gaiter. It’s
crafted with a long tube silhouette so it can tuck up under a hat while still providing
full neck coverage. And be warned, if you’re not careful, the allover freshwater print
might just win the gaze of a nearby osprey. Sold individually by color.

Stretch polyester.

The Sawtooth Rod Package NEW

Fit: Full Brim
Style: Travel Hat

The Sawtooth Cap NEW
Mid Crown

NEW Navy

The Sawtooth rod: The Sawtooth is Tenkara Rod Co.’s more playful rod. You might have a six inch rainbow
on the line but it feels like you are wrestling a tuna! Although this rod is ideal for fish in the 6-18 inch
range, landing larger fish is doable as well. The 5:5 action means that it flexes a little more than a 6:4.
Our tenkara rods are ultra light weight and the swivel tips included on our tenkara rods also help keep your
line from getting tangled. This rod is finished with a custom co-branded graphic that won’t disappoint.

NEW Grey

Specs: 12ft (360 cm) Closed Size: 20 inches Segments: 9 Handle Length: 11.25 inches Weight: 3.2 oz
The line: Tenkara Rod Co. Lines are hand-crafted with single strand construction and a 3mm nickel alloy
tippet ring. They are non-tapered, and perfectly weighted to cast with our rods. The Sawtooth comes with
an orange line size 10.5 feet.
NEW Black

The vintage vibes of our new low-profile collaboration cap, The Sawtooth, may
spark memories of spending warm summer evenings with Pops learning to cast. The
beautifully intricate embroidered patch pops off the ridged polyester fabric, and the
fabric strap back features a stylish co-branded logo hit. A mesh insert at the front
increases the vintage vibes. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.

A line spool: A must have! Great for quickly winding your line when getting to that next great spot is
important. These spools are designed for tenkara rods and are just big enough to make winding your line
simple and quick. The notches on the spool make it easy to attach flies and the foam core helps dry your
line if necessary. It also floats!

Adjustable / OSFM

3 hand tied flies: One of each of our 3 favorite flies.

Fit: Mid Crown

5x tippet: A 30 meter spool of 5x tippet made by Rio.

Style: Vintage

Package sold individually.
Sawtooth Collection
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NEW White

Full Brim Hats
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FULL BRIM HATS
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Full Brim Hats
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The Seymour NEW

20.00 40.00

From summer festivals to backwoods camping trips, The Seymour Booniestyle hat will keep you in the shade all day long. Snap the sides up for a little
afternoon breeze and tighten the adjustable chin cord to keep it on when it
turns to a gale. Waxed canvas construction holds up to rugged activities and
the mountain patch on the front reminds you where you’re most at home.
Sold individually by color / by size.

NEW Olive

Cotton.
Available in M
(58.5cm) and
L (60.5cm)

32
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The Spackler

17.50 35.00

An adventure hat outfitted in ripstop polyester. Venting
metal mesh grommets at side with an adjustable chin strap
to cinch the hat securely. Beautifully stitched embroideries
at front. Sold individually by color / by size.

Polyester.

Fit: Full Brim

Available in M
(58.5cm) and
L (60.5cm)

Style: Booney

Fit: Full Brim
Style: Booney

NEW Light Brown
NEW Camo

NEW Black

20.00 40.00

Whether paddling The Rio Grande or exploring Rio de Janeiro, this outdoor
hat rises to the occasion. Its five-panel body construction is outfitted with
flexible and lightweight mesh side panels. A shade-making 3 inch EVA brim
provides added buoyancy if you drop it in the water. An adjustable draw
cord keeps the hat securely in place as you explore. Sold individually by
color / by size.

Polyester.
Available in M
(58.5cm) and
L (60.5cm)
Fit: Full Brim
Style: Booney

Full Brim Hats
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The Rio

Charcoal

NEW Black

NEW Charcoal

Full Brim Hats
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The Clearwater NEW
Calling all sun worshippers! We’ve refreshed our wide-brimmed lifeguard
hat, bringing you a remix with increased style points. A drawcord keeps it
snugly atop your noggin when the wind picks up. Whether you’re headed to
Margaritaville, the river, or to your neighbor’s backyard barbecue, this classic
style says you came ready to party smart, as it will keep you in the shade on
those sunny afternoons. Sold individually by color / by size.

34
35
15.00 30.00
Straw.
Available in M
(57cm) and
L (59cm)
Fit: Full Brim
Style: Lifeguard

NEW Natural

If you’re looking to class up your summer vibe, you will “love-love” the
Wimbledon (get it?), our nod to a time when brimmed hats and linen were
all the rage. This paper straw fedora features subtle metal branding and
contrasting woven paper tape edging on the brim. Sold individually
by color / by size.

17.50 35.00
Paper straw.
Available in M
(57cm) and
L (59cm)
Fit: Full Brim
Style: Panama
Fedora

Full Brim Hats
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The WimbledonNEW

NEW Light Brown

NEW Black

Full Brim Hats
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The Clary NEW

20.00 40.00

Sip coffee in the morning sun at your favorite cafe, or order another umbrella
cocktail at the poolside bar. The versatile Clary straw hat hits the right notes
for both, and then some. A wide, 5” brim keeps your face and shoulders out
of the UV zone and a striped ribbon adds just a touch of flare to the boater
silhouette. Sold individually by color / by size.

Wheat Straw.
Available in
S (56cm) and
M (58cm)
Fit: Full Brim
Style: Sun Hat

NEW Natural

19.00 38.00

Sunny skies, crashing waves, a good book, and The Blair sun hat. Elevate
your beach vibes with this wear-all-day wide-brim hat. Wound with a custom
rope headband and finished with a brass metal label, The Blair touts just
enough class to seamlessly move from a lounger to brunch and back. Sold
individually by color / by size.

Paper straw.
Available in
S (56cm) and
M (58cm)
Fit: Full Brim
Style: Sun Hat

WOMEN’S
FULL BRIM HATS

NEW Natural

Spring & Summer 2019 Collections
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NEW Plum

Women’s Full Brim Hats
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The Blair NEW
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The Uniform

12.00 24.00

BEANIES

Midnight

Pink

Heather Grey

Olive Marl

Solid Black

Dark Burgundy
Marl

Blue Marl

Charcoal

Dark Olive

Fine acrylic.
Fit: Tall

Spring & Summer 2019 Collections
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Beanies
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A staple for everyday wear—a traditionally cuffed beanie with a tall fit and
custom woven patch at the side. Offered in a rainbow of classic marls and
solid colors. Sold in three pack by color.

Black Marl

Beanies
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The Eddie
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The Harbor

At Coal it’s no surprise that we love both ribbed knit beanies and
recycling—so much so that we constructed The Eddie with a recycled
cotton yarn, created from the scraps of the apparel manufacturing process.
Designed to be worn cuffed, this mid-length beanie is made in the
USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Cotton polyester
blend.
Fit: Mid Length

A traditional fine-knit beanie made versatile with two suede labels; wear it
classically cuffed for a low profile fit or unrolled for oversized styling. Sold in
three pack by color.

Charcoal

Black

Heather Grey

The Stanley

Heather Burgundy

Fine acrylic.
Fit: Mid Length

One of our best selling beanie styles to date, this lightweight classic is
perfect for year round, everyday wear. The double sided label enables
cuffed styling for a low profile fit or unrolled for a little more room. Sold
in three pack by color.

Burgundy

Charcoal

Heather Mustard

The FLT

A new classic you won’t find in a gas station. A mid length fit and our
herringbone woven label make for cuffed or relaxed wearability. Made
in the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Spring & Summer 2019 Collections

Black

Fit: Low Profile

Dark
Heather Red

Black

Heather
Navy

Light
Brown

Charcoal

Beanies

Navy

Fine acrylic.
Fit: Low Profile/
Slouchy

Heather
Grey

Black

Spring & Summer 2019 Collections

Beanies

Mustard

Fine acrylic.

42
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The Edith
When a cozy rib knit beanie features a subtle speckle pattern, you know it’s
going to be good. The Edith, a mid length cuffed beanie, arrives just in time
for cooler temperatures. Made in the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Plum

Navy

Acrylic blend.
Fit: Mid Length

Black

The Julietta
Cashmere-like
acrylic.
Fit: Slouchy

WOMEN’S BEANIES
Spring & Summer 2019 Collections
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Sea Blue

Melon

Women’s Beanies

Black

Crème

Spring & Summer 2019 Collections

Women’s Beanies

Spring & Summer 2019 Collections

Our best selling women’s beanie, and it’s no wonder. The Julietta is
an incredibly soft, fine-knit, slightly slouchy beanie that looks and
feels amazing. Trimmed with a suede label at the side. Sold in
three pack by color.

SPRING OVERVIEW

44
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SUMMER OVERVIEW
Caps

Caps

Full Brim Hats
Sawtooth Collection

Full Brim Hats

Women’s Full Brim Hats

Women’s Full Brim Hats

Women’s Beanies
Overview
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Beanies
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POP
Double-sided Freestanding Rack

Wire Shelf

Single Hat Display

Double-sided freestanding rack with metal frame, custom grid wall inserts with
interior panel, mirror header and self-leveling feet.

Wire shelf with branded bamboo badge can be
used on slatwall, mounted to any flat surface or
in conjunction with our freestanding rack.

Displays woven hats, caps and knits.

Can accommodate our original POP rack, slat wall hanger, wire shelf or a combination
for multiple merchandising options.

5.5" x 5.5" base / 14cm x 14cm

22" W x 14" D / 55.8cm W x 35.5cm D

Leg assembly can easily convert rack into a single-sided unit making
merchandising in small spaces or against a wall possible.
65”” H x 28”” W x 26”” D / 165.1cm H x 75.1cm W x 66cm D”

Inflatable Hat Display
Displays woven hats, caps and knits.
7" x 6" base / 18cm x 15.25cm

Original POP Rack

Slat Wall Hanger

Holds up to 20 beanies and can be
used on slat wall, mounted to any flat
surface or in conjunction with our
freestanding rack.

11" long hanger with branded bamboo
end that can be used on slat wall or on
our freestanding display.

POP
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23.75" w / 60.3cm
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FIT GUIDE
KNIT FIT DEFINITIONS:

MEASURING YOUR HEAD:
While fitting your head is not an exact science, use this guide and size table below to determine
which size/style is right for you. Using a flexible tape measure, start at your forehead above your eyebrows, bring
the tape measure around the back until it comes together at your forehead again. If you don’t have a flexible
tape measure, a string and ruler can be used instead. Once you have your measurements, refer to the chart
below for sizing.
SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

Inches

Inches

Inches

21 1/2" – 21 7/8"

22 1/4" – 22 7/8"

23" – 23 5/8"

Hat Size

Hat Size

Hat Size

6 7/8 – 7

7 1/8 – 7 1/4

7 3/8 – 7 1/2

Metric

Metric

Metric

55cm – 56cm

57cm – 58.5cm

59cm – 60.5cm

Low Profile
Our shortest fitting beanie profile, this fit is great for people who wear small to medium sizes. Ideal for those who
prefer a beanie that is the perfect length to just covers the ears, closely hugging the top of the head.

Mid Length
Our mid length fit is the happy medium between low profile and our tall Uniform beanies. These beanies have a
little extra room at the top for extra style points and coziness.

Tall
The tallest of ‘em all, these beanies have the most extra length past the cranium when worn. Squish it down or
wear it high and proud.

Slouchy

CAP FIT DEFINITIONS:

Spring & Summer 2019 Collections

Mid Crown

Roomy

Our shallowest cap profile, this fit is great for people who wear small to
medium size hats. It’s also a prime choice for those who prefer a cap that
sits above the ears. The adjustable styles start at 58cm, and can be sized
smaller and larger.

Coal’s mid crown is all about being right in the middle, not too deep, not
too shallow. This fit allows for a little more space between your noggin and
the top of the hat if you want to sit it up off your head, or it sits nicely at the
ear if you pull it down snug. The starting size is 58.5cm, and can be sized
smaller and larger.

Our most accommodating silhouette, this fit is ideal for those with large
and extra-large hat sizes. It is also an excellent choice for people who enjoy
a bigger looking crown shape. The starting size is 59.5cm, and can be
sized smaller and larger.

Fit Guide

Low Profile

Easy fitting and slightly roomy, our slouchy beanies have a relaxed fit and a gentle drape at the top.
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STYLE GUIDE
CAP STYLE DEFINITIONS:
Trucker

Travel Hat

The hallmark of a trucker cap is mesh sides and back panels. Truckers come in all shapes and

Our ready-for-anything adventure hat will keep you covered wherever your travels take you. An adjustable chin

profiles, but the thing that they all have in common is wonderfully breathable mesh.

cord adds security, while our durable fabric holds up to wear and tear.

5 Panel
As the name suggests these caps are constructed out of 5 pieces of fabric. Formed from two curved
side pieces, two upper panels and one arched front, the signatures of a 5 panel cap are to have a low
profile when worn and a rounded crown that hugs the shape of the head.

Dad Hat
Dad hats are for everybody! Made of 6-pizza slice shaped wedges of fabric, these caps feature a

Sun Hat
An extra wide brim graces our women’s sun hat, creating both shade and lasting style.

Boonie
Our Boonie hats may take their style cues from the military, but they come in a myriad of technical materials and
sport tons of venting to keep you cool in summer heat. Like their military ancestors our hats have adjustable chin
straps to securely anchor the hat when worn.

rounded silhouette, and are unstructured for easy, comfortable wearing.

7 Panel
Coal’s 7 panel is built off a low profile pattern, but unlike its 6 paneled—dad hat cousins—it has a 7th
panel across the lower front. The front panel is a perfect surface for our signature patches.

Vintage
Our vintage fit has a slightly square shape. These styles are offered as unstructured caps or with mesh
inserts at the front. Maybe as a kid you thought the mesh was makeshift sunglasses, or a clever way to
keep bugs out of your eyes. We employ the mesh as old-school front panel backing, giving soft shape,
without the rigid feel of other backing materials.

Athletic
Our athletic fit has a tall front crown, with a slightly rounded yet squared off front profile. The front
panel is backed in sturdy material, which gives the cap its crisp shape.

FULL BRIM STYLE DEFINITIONS:
Full Brim
examples of styles that incorporate the full brim feature, creating shade or dramatic styling.

Panama Fedora
Panama style fedoras are a lightweight summer staple. Stylized with a pinch front crown and a shade
making wide brim. Our summer straw hats are woven out of light weight paper straw.

Lifeguard

Style Guide
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Our full brim styles have full 360° coverage. Fedoras, Boonie and bucket hats are a just a few

Lifeguard style hats have extra-large brims for ultimate sun coverage. Woven out of straw and
equipped with an adjustable chin cord, this hat lets you batten down the hatches for fun in the sun.
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Appreciation
Thanks to everyone who helps make Coal possible.
A special thanks to the Coal tribe members that
joined us on this New Mexican adventure.
Caley Vanular: @caleyvanular
Jen Yih: @jenniferyih
Sean Hamilton: @whoachillchillchill
Nathaniel Martin: @nathanielatakora

Credits
Product & Lifestyle Photography:

Mark Welsh / Subjekt Objekt
subjektobjekt.com
Photography Pg. 26-27:

Ray J Gadd
Lifestyle Cinematography:

Kyle McCarty

Trademark
Coal is a registered trademark of
Coal Headwear LLC.

Offices
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4917 14th Ave. NW
Seattle, WA 98107 USA

THANK YOU.

Ph. 206 632 1601
Fx. 206 932 0543
coalheadwear.com
info@coalheadwear.com
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